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ABSTRACT 

In the article you will find a description of the different approaches to teaching students 

English. The topic will be useful for young teachers and those who want to learn their own 

language. It is important for the consumer to understand how his language needs are met. 
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Description of the various methods of English language teaching in the fast changing 

modern world 's most pressing if the language studying intensive method is. Today isthe day you 

can select any training in consumer tastes – for example, English for lawyers, English for 

economists, business English, etc.Active participation of students in the educational process, to 

learn the perception of foreign speechof adi. It occupies a large portion of time learning to speak 

and listen. This method implies recreational artificial environment of the language. 

Attention to the pronunciation in the initial stage is important. The main teacher at the 

start of the educational process and student attention should be paid to pronunciation. The main 

thing is that they contain parts of grammar and dictionary, the pronunciation of speakers if it is 

wrong, all of it is useless. Speakerlar Native speaker to talk about the pronunciation of the word 

grammatical errors, if you can understand. Therefore, the main teaching of pronunciation e'ribor 

initially paid. Thus, a variety of audio from native speakerlarning faydalanish will give good 

results. A teacher's lesson davomidaharflar, should be to teach about the pronunciation of the 

word. Also, read into the computer's technical and oral speech in the initial stage great attention 

is given to grow. Thus, foreign language teaching speech on the type of activity that we have 

considered them necessary in teaching to complete the following tasks: 

a) to form the reading mechanism; 

b) Oral reading cultivation technique; 

c) had read to figure that out to teach. 
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Taxnologiyaning an important role in modern language learning and teaching. Use 

technological tools every aspect of studying a foreign language (reading, writing, listening 

comprehension and speaking)ida are used. For example, listen to understand, of course, the 

computer player, this process will not be accomplished without a cd drive. Listening 

comprehension-is one of the most important parts of studying language. Thus, the reader 

simultaneously, the pronunciation of the speaker, and follow the grammatical rules, since wealth 

is required to give attention to the word and its meaning. Information and communication 

technologies in the educational process and students with access to modern technologies, it is 

important to know also get good use from them. Foreign languages is one of the most effective 

ways of using modern technologies to teach and to learn. In this process, including: − using the 

computer when the rollers in the foreign language reader video, show, movie or cartoon and we 

also see the dialog can be heard; − radio and television broadcasting in foreign languages to hear 

and you can watch the program; − the cd player can be used English language study for 8 units 

of most good method to recommend , we will. Poliglot system 

Leading scientists Dmitry Petrov developed by the method. Marketers project of only 16 

units lesson in the reality-tv - format language proficient in 8 students showed the effectiveness 

of the program the student in the example. Constant communication is the essence of the 

technique. Usually from the textbook o'rga also to the theory I used to be removable. Students 

first ma'ruzalardanoq themselves learning the language to speak begin. Time for skills, 

vocabulary is filled in, the grammatical rules assimilated. The lessons in class, in groups is 

conducted. Students are given a topic for conversation and mass communication from the start. 

Sessions are my favorite, favorite film,the plans for the weekend, pets, childhood memory of the 

conversation can be about any subject, the main thing - talk, talk, talk. It is beautiful and 

straightforward to carry out. 

Dragunkin technique 

This method also English language studying effective methodsida, one is that you learn 

quickly and safe suh, the principlesof the bat allows us to achieve the level. Express was 

developed with attention to the format of the program. Summarize focused grammar in a way, 

the rule of a thin side sho'ng'ilmagan without is provided. This technical fonetik in colloquial 

speech, e'tibor to be taken should that offers all of the main idea, of transkripsiya learn to read 

and spell.If you are learning the language from scratch, and his quickly master the basics if you 

are dragunkin method idealdir. Advanced students for the program is also available. But here is 

one important aspect: if you previously using other methods you have learned the language, 

many questions can be posed to the system Dragunkin. The uniqueness of its rules and 
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terminology of the courseto comment. 

Pimsleur technique 

This quick method of studying the English language into English from scratch, those who 

are in need for opportunity. The program is self typical of is - it not only the foreign language 

will help you to learn, but teach a good memoryi, expands its resources. The mechanics of the 

course - audio tutorials. Students learn technique and consists of 30 lessons in the pimsleur 

program is uploaded only for recipients tablet you will need a pair of headset.Listening to the 

lesson material is from: dialog, monolon, the phrase repetition and speech that turned the 

analysis to make it like their own into it. Earlier speakers speaks the word and the sentence was 

repeated and then the students. 

Shexter method 

 This modern method is very different from the classic method of studying the English 

language makes. Each one from students, individual and upon the motivation to seek required 

will be. Conversation lessons, current events, sessions, favorite, lifestyle, to discuss the future 

goals of students will take the form of. 

The berlitz method 

The program you language quickly adopters to be given. You are yourself the English 

language to communicate ina new environment you will find in the activation of horse that 

requires the ability to. In this method you not only to talk but also thinking in the foreign 

language you need to learn also. This is most of the prominent programs of one is 200 years ago, 

was created and this is the method required by the consumer to day. The program is unique, then 

different tools and techniques are used. 

Rosetta stone method 

Easy to understand and remember and quick method. The rules, diagram, table or not. 

Freely engaged in the hobby of the English language you will learn. Lessons are held in the form 

of conversation. The program is configured to oddiydan complex. Visualtrack will not be too 

difficult for those who are familiar with the alphabet. The specific feature of the methodology - 

and the rules of translation is not. 

Lex program 

This style who already know English, how to know who made and make the sentence 

grammatical tushunadiganlar that will be helpful. Lex's main function! - enrich the richness of 

the word. You computer or laptop to install the program and you start to read. In the monitor you 

need to remember to repeat words, sentencess, you will see phrases (written and oral). While 

there are tests to determine your level of achieved educational material together with lex. The 
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study of the English language, in addition to this memory, which is useful for students of various 

ages, technical charxlab was. 

Myuller method 

This innovative style in our thinking conscious and an unconscious edge covers. Through 

this method previously hidden opportunities Myuller boost Stanislav help which will 

neyropsixologik method muromjaa have. It method based on two - gologramma system memory 

and learning method: Golografik to show students the main thing to separate memory, mastering 

new material intensive, the ability to develop to help will. Students of knowledge flow is logical 

to begin construction on a basis, to each his tizimlashti convenient to the details of it. Myuller the 

system training process to accelerate the opportunity it gives. the material can more easily 

digested quickly and will save more energy through it. Technical is ideal for students ages 16-18. 
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